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redressing the wrong clone to one of its members. As has
been already remarked, it is in its nature tender and not
cruel, for it protects the weak who before were helpless
and arms itself to avenge the injured. Though Law in-
flicts punishment, yet it exists to reduce the whole amount
of suffering, and though when we personify it we call it
stern and relentless, yet, compared with lawlessness, it is
soft-hearted. But there comes a time when mankind
have learned all the lessons which Law has to teach and
begin to leave their instructor behind them. For Law is
an esprit born^ and does not perceive the legitimate' con-
sequences of his own principle. Sympathy, the instinct
by which men identify themselves with their fellow-
creatures, should not be partial or limited in its activity.
Law teaches us to put ourselves in the place of those who
are injured, but does not teach us, nay, he forbids us,
to put ourselves in the place of those who commit injuries.
And those who have learnt his lesson best, and in whom
the power of sympathy is most highly trained, will be most
discontented with his rule, and as to the? lawless he was
a preacher of pity, to these he will justly appeal* cruel.
Such persons are ripe for that higher doctrine which
Christ teaches.
Christ, representing all who are possessed by the En-
thusiasm of Humanity, does not regard crime with less
anger, is not less anxious for the punishment of it, than
the legalists. But when it is punished, when the claims
of the injured party are satisfied, he does not dismiss the
matter from his thoughts. He considers that the criminal
also has claims upon, him, claims so strong that they are
not forfeited by any atrocity of crime, Nay, they are
rather strengthened by his criminality, as they would be

